AUTUMN TERM 1 2019—Curriculum Newsletter
YEAR 2
Dear Parents and Carers,
Welcome to Year 2. We have a fun and productive year ahead as we launch
our new curriculum. We will be teaching the same high-quality skills and
knowledge as before but have developed exciting and relevant links between different subjects, planned rich enhancement activities both on and off
site and will be beginning each term with an inspiring ‘Stunning Start’ and
concluding our topic with a ‘Show Stopper’ presentation piece.
This half term, our topic is The Great Fire of London and we will be focussing our learning in all subjects around the key question How did the Fire
Start?
Our ‘Stunning Start’ to launch our
topic will be:
On Friday 13th September, a group GFOL
workshop

We will enhance children’s learning
and ‘Cultural Capital’ with the
following trips and experiences:
Fire brigade talk
DT project to make houses

Our ‘Showstopper’ piece of work at
the end of the topic will be:

Our ‘Shared Outcome’ to communicate our learning with others will be:

Create a film—burning the houses

Sharing the film in assembly
Photos on twitter of visit and fire /
film

Here is a breakdown of the skills and knowledge to be covered in each
subject through this topic:

English:

Science: Our topic this half term is ’Materials.’ We will:

We will be writing recounts based on their own experiences and from what they have learnt about the
Great Fire of London. We will create descriptive journey stories such as The Papaya that spoke. We will be
discussing adjectives, verbs, adverbs and interesting
sentence openers. There will be a focus on accurate
punctuation such as capital letters, full stops, question marks and exclamation marks. We will also be
looking at different Katie Morag Stories and children
will write letters, recounts and posters.

-Look at the best uses for different materials and why based
on their properties.
-Carry out experiments, creating predictions and recording
results.
-Understand and use vocabulary such as waterproof, strong,
permeable, semi-permeable.

Maths:
We will be recalling addition and subtraction facts to
10 and 20. We will be beginning to use these facts to
solve other related calculations and word problems.
E.g. 7+3=10, 70+30=100. Children will be recapping
on 2D and 3D shapes and their properties. We will be
learning to recall our 2, 5, 10 and 3 times tables. We
be using the symbols < > = to make comparisons. We
will be using equipment and recording measurement
of length an weight.

Key Information/
Reminders

Computing:
History: Our topic is the “Great Fire of London.’’ We will
learn about:
-How it started, what happened and the importance of Samuel Pepys.
-How the Great Fire of London changed London into the
place it is today.
Geography: We will learn about the United Kingdom
by:
-identifying and naming the countries and the capital cites of
the UK.
-Naming geographical features of the UK such as cliffs,
beaches mountains etc.
-Looking at our local area and compare this to ‘The Isle of
Struay’ from the stories of Katie Morag.

Important Dates

